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A journey, told in 4 parts, through the people and environments which inspire the music of Koffee.
first off - thank you for this opportunity! i haven’t been this inspired by music in such a long time koffee’s presence on each track is so inspired and engaging! The music instantly conjures up imagery
of life, people, details, textures and colours which sets the stage perfectly for a next-level
collection of videos. I think we can create a really iconic and unique visual language to introduce
Koffee to the whole world!
We’re gonna shoot on super16mm film, elevating the aesthetic to the highest quality and giving it the
cinematic breath it deserves. my love of cinema resolves around capturing genuine moments and
looking for strength in simplicity - this video for Mura Masa is a great example of the effortlessness
we’re going to channel.

These 4 videos will be intertextual - gliding seamlessly in and out of each other and painting one
captivating piece combining a series of engaging performances, real life interactions, and powerful
portraiture of Koffee and her hometown.
Koffee’s world feels so clear and captivating through her music, and I know my approach will make
this project bang on screen with truth and sincerity. people are celebrating real ideas and vibes, so
let’s gun for that!
this treatment focuses on ragamuffin and throne as our main films. I’ve expanded on ideas for
rapture and toast to support these.

We’re capturing the landscape of Jamaica through a simple yet clever camera technique. the vid happens inside
an old, charismatic beach bar giving onto blue skies, palm trees and locals in the frame. the concept consists of
one travelling shot going around the bar multiple times and catching koffee hanging with friends or chatting
with the bar tender or relaxing in a hammock right outside the shack — she’s everywhere at once in a
completely surreal and hypnotic way.
people I loved her chemistry with Seani B in the big yard freestyle for bbc 1xtra. I’d like to feature her friends
for a real and relaxed atmosphere. ideally we’d also get some local legends in here such as chronixxx and
protoje. while we travel we’ll also be witnessing passers-by in the distance, some of them walking in an out of
the shack to get drinks.

as we travel thru the bar we’ll come across an old tube television set sitting behind the bar. On the tv set
— a montage of the B roll from our shoot. the entire time I’ll have a small camera on us capturing the bts of
the project in subtle and spontaneous ways, ex. Outtakes from the other videos, snippets of Koffee performing,
etc.
video ends with koffee and her friends vibing, talking and laughing and just being them relaxed selves sitting
outside the shack. we track passed them and end on a calm beach over looking the waves and the ocean. It’s
all the perfect vibe, and hypnotic to watch. we’ll integrate ambient sound here for added depth and texture.
this calm and chill and laid back atmosphere will contrast well with the track’s fast pace.

koffee sits in the back seat of a car with her friends, she’s restless, stuck in traffic — ‘Throne’ plays quietly
in the background on the radio. This scene from Y Tu Mama Tambien is a great reference for the tone and mood single take through a wide angle lens, making this intro feel EPIC.
Koffee can’t deal — she steps out, and the track drops as she makes her way on foot through all the
stationary cars.
We follow her through this makeshift traffic alleyway as the song builds. She begins to perform to camera
from the first verse, unexpectedly. All around her life continues; people are honking and stepping out of their
cars, frustrated. We’re using these cutaways to paint a portrait of the community she exists in. for instance I’m
seeing a tall good-looking guy leaning into the window of a cute girl’s car, flirting - she’s disinterested. let’s
bring these details to life !

at 00:30 koffee crouches between cars — feeling intimate amongst this chaos — and we capture a dope
performance from all angles. As she gets back up, we begin to slowly realize everyone in the frame is
leaving their cars, and following behind her in a surreal, beautifully photographic, parade down a Jamaican
road. everybody is coming together, as one. we’ll end on A massive drone shot showing a huge trail of
people celebrating the music !
we’ll intercut this scene with a performance sequence of koffee sat on the hood of a car driving down the
same, now empty street. she’s performing to camera in this dynamic setting which will cut well with the
more progressive essence of the main scene.
I’d love to reference ama lou’s film for DDD here as I love the exact way she’s nailing abstract narratives.
Another great reference is malamente
This will be a visually powerful introduction to our multiple videos which will keep the viewer in a
trance.

Contrasting everything we’ve done so far, rapture tunes in on a true intimacy with Koffee herself. She
performs between two life size poster portraits flyposted on a shabby wall behind her - this could also be
a great way to tie in other promotional materials, like album artwork.
my idea is to build on this one location. check out the pervious reference of green tea peng. I love the way
she’s wearing exactly the same outfit in real life and in the pictures. this feels genuine, we’re allowing
her to look straight down the camera and give us her best - with no distractions.

TOAST happens within a more private space. I would like to focus on a few intimate stories, one is between a
young couple, another is two kids at school messing about cuz they’re bored, another is a relationship
between a father and her daughter. there will be loose narratives within their stories - although I’m mostly
looking to capture a vibe, moments of love, of compassion, of bonding.
We’ll introduce Koffee within these narratives, using these environments as an unexpected backdrop for her
performance. Imagine opening on a group of kids in a classroom at school - to then panning right to revealing
koffee sitting at a desk in the back of the room, performing to camera. this technique will be recurring
throughout the video, whether it be in a class room, at the dance venue with the couple or at home with
daughter and father.
I like this idea of intertextuality between the performance and narrative, mixing the two, building on the
characters and establishing koffee as this omnipresent being, looking down at a series of everyday event’s
unfolding, and how it affects these people.
My inspiration stems from the lyrics - in contrast to throne, we’re now crafting a warm, soft, poetic, and
intimate tonality capturing the track's message of feelings blessed and being thankful.

all in all i’d like to thank you for this amazing opportunity to create a piece this big and iconic !
Im super excited to make this project as bold and original as the tracks themselves. as with
everything I do, I’d love to work closely with koffee and Columbia to really get this right.
my goal is to fill our videos with imagery and stories that’ll strike the viewer’s imagination, while
all the while staying true to who Koffee is. These are first thoughts, and I always thrive on being
collaborative with all the artists I work with !
thanks a lot for reading and I look forward to hearing your thoughts !
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